Comic Competition

PICTURE GENDER EQUALITY!

Deadline: 01 February, 2017

UN Women in Ukraine announces National Comic Competition on Gender Equality for youth.

PICTURE YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF EQUAL RIGHTS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN AND MEN, GIRLS AND BOYS IN A SIMPLE COMIC WITHOUT WORDS

We invite you to show us what comes to your mind when you think of equal rights and opportunities, widespread gender stereotypes and inequalities. Imagine the situations that illustrate the problems brought by discrimination and how equal opportunities for everyone can change the life of women and men in Ukraine.

The Competition is open to Ukrainian nationals from 18 to 30 years old.

**ONE FIRST PRIZE: 10,000 UAH**
**TWO SECOND PRIZES: 5,000 UAH EACH**
**THREE THIRD PRIZES: 2,000 UAH EACH**

The six finalists will be invited to Kyiv to the Competition awards ceremony. Selected drawings may be considered for exhibition as well as for further publication. Winners will be selected by a jury composed of artists and gender equality experts.

The Competition is part of the UN Women-UNDP Joint Project “Restoration of Governance and Reconciliation in Crisis-affected Communities of Ukraine”, the project is funded by the European Union.

Submission package should include: copy of the passport/ID (first page), comic painting, bio of the author (150 words max)

Send your comics under subject Picture Gender Equality to 20 Esplanadna str., room 213, UN Women, Kyiv or unwomen.ukraine@unwomen.org